Group sequential distribution-free methods for the analysis of multivariate observations.
Many studies involve the collection of multivariate observations, such as repeated measures, on two groups of subjects who are recruited over time, i.e., with staggered entry of subjects. Various marginal distribution-free multivariate methods have been proposed for the analyses of such multivariate observations where some measures may be missing at random. Using the multivariate U statistic of Wei and Johnson (1985, Biometrika 72, 359-364), we describe the group sequential analysis of such a study where the multivariate observations are observed sequentially--both within and among subjects. We describe a multivariate generalization of the Hodges and Lehmann (1963, Annals of Mathematical Statistics 34, 598-611) estimator of a location shift that can be obtained via the multivariate U statistic with the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon kernel. We then describe large-sample group sequential interval estimators and tests based on an aggregate estimate of the location shift combined over all of the repeated measures. We also describe how the same steps could be employed to perform a group sequential analysis based on any one of the variety of marginal multivariate methods that have been proposed. These methods are applied to a real-life example.